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Hi Alan - 
 
Ever since we moved from the numerical to the algebraic theory, I have wanted 
to reconstruct the argument "codas tend to license fewer consonants than onset 
because codas don't want to be there while onsets do" which was formalized in 
"hot.pink".  Here are two arguments that I've come up with; I wait with baited 
breath for your reaction when you have time.  The arguments here, and the 
conclusions, are I think quite different from those of hot.pink. 
 
You will note that I have used English rather than my langauge of thought 
this time. 
 
Regards, 
paul 
 
P.S. I am however retaining the same notation as in the yawelmani structures: 
_X = insert X; ^X = delete X, with their corresponding universal RUF  
constraints, *_X = Avoid insertions = "FILL" and *^X = Avoid deletions = 
"PARSE". 
 
  Universal Onset/Coda Licensing Asymmetry 
 
The asymmetry between onset and coda embodied in the assumed universal 
constraints 
   ONS: Prefer syllables with onsets. 
  -COD: Avoid syllables with codas. 
implies universal asymmetries in onset and coda licensing.  Two such 
asymmetries arise in the context of languages that lack mutation repair  
strategies for unlicensed segments (repairs in which the features in 
an unlicensed segment are changed to make it licensable) but are limited to 
repairs using the basic operations of insertion and deletion. 
 
  A1: For a coda but not an onset restriction to be respected, it is sufficient 
      that it dominate either FILL or PARSE. 
 
  A2: Under morphological combination, onset restrictions can be respected  
      only if they dominate other constraints which are violated by marked 
      syllabification;  no such domination conditions are required for coda 
      restrictions. 
 
The arguments supporting these conclusions follow. 
 
A1. 
 
Suppose a language L has a constraint *{c,COD} (Avoid c's in Codas), where 
c is some particular consonant.  With what constraints does this conflict? 



What constraints must it dominate in order to be respected? 
 
Consider tbe input /cvc/, where v is some vowel.  Some repair must be 
made in order to respect *{c,COD}, e.g., mutation of c to some segment 
acceptable in coda position, or deletion or insertion.  Here we are assuming 
the mutation strategy is not available, since it can operate symmetrically 
in onsets and codas because it has no interaction with syllable structure. 
The deletion and insertion strategies respectively output cv.^c = [cv.] 
and cv.c _V. = [cv.cV.], each of which carries one marks: *^X = PARSE and  
*_X = FILL, respectively.  The only syllable type needed here is the  
completely unmarked one, CV.  So as long as *{c,COD} dominates either  
*_X  or *^X, it will be respected. 
 
Constrast this with the situation faced by *{c,ONS}.  Consider 
the repair of /cv/ w.r.t this constraint, under the deletion and insertion  
strategies: ^c v. = [v.] and _V c.v. = [Vc.v.]; combination of deletion and 
insertion would allow, e.g., ^c _C v. = [Cv.] . The marks against these 
structures are, respectively, {*^X, *ONS}, {*_X, *-COD, *ONS}, and {*^X, *_X}. 
As for coda restrictions, for *{c,ONS} to be respected it is necessary that 
this constraint dominate either *_X or *^X, but this is no longer sufficient; 
it must dominate them both, or must dominate in addition ONS or both ONS and 
-COD. 
 
A2. 
 
The unmarked fates of onsets and codas under morphological contact are 
asymmetrical.  Consider a stem-final /c/ that is joined to a v-initial suffix: 
/---c + v---/.  [I'm using --- for ellipsis instead of ... because . is used 
for syllable boundary.]  The unmarked syllabification at the morpheme  
boundary is: ---.cv.---.  Suppose that the language L allows c to appear in 
coda position; then, under this morphological combination, the c shifts to 
onset position, unless the unmarked syllabification is blocked by some repair 
strategy, allowing a marked syllabification such as ---c.v--- which violates  
both -COD and ONS, or ---^c.v--- which violates *^X and ONS, or ---c._Cv--- 
which violates *_X and -COD.  Thus either c is allowed in onset position as 
well as coda position, or *{c,ONS} dominates enough other constraints  
to block the unmarked syllabification here (e.g., it dominates both -COD 
and ONS).  Thus *{c,ONS} can only be respected if it dominates an 
appropriate set of constraints, or if c cannot appear in stem-final 
position, as might occur if a conspiring constraint *{c,COD} were 
respected.  However, this latter possibility would mean that c would be 
forbidden in both onset and coda positions, and would not therefore be 
in the consonant repertoire of L!  So, ignoring onset restrictions 
that forbid segments not in L's repertoire (a case of at most marginal 
interest), and assuming L to include V-initial suffixes, we conclude 
that onset restrictions can be respected only when they dominate a set 
of constraints that are violated by marked syllabification. 
 
There is no symmetric conclusion, however, under exchange of onset and coda. 
Consider a stem-initial /c/ that is joined to a v-final prefix: 
/---v + c---/.  The unmarked syllabification at the morpheme boundary is now 
---v.c---; the syllable boundary falls on the morpheme boundary and the 
morphological combination does not change the syllable position of c relative 
to the isolated stem.  Thus if c is allowed in onset position, nothing follows 
from this argument about it being allowed in coda position.  In unmarked 
syllabifications, onsets are stable under morphological combination while codas 
are not, because onsets are inherently prefered while codas are inherently 
disprefered.  Thus under morphological combination, restrictions in coda  
position,  unlike their onset counterparts, need not dominate other  
constraints which are violated by marked syllabification. 


